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This annual report, compiled in accordance with state and federal drinking water regulations, deals with the quality of the drinking 
water that we deliver to our residents and other water users.

Norwood, like many other communities in the metropolitan area, obtains all of its water from the Massachusetts Water Resources 
Authority (MWRA), which owns and operates a network of water reservoirs, treatment facilities and distribution pipes, ranging from 
the Quabbin and Wachusett reservoirs in Western and Central Massachusetts to the hundreds of miles of individual water mains that 
deliver water to our border.  The Town, in turn, delivers this water to your home through a network of over 120 miles of locally-owned 
distribution pipes, maintained by our local Dept. of Public Works.

Both the MWRA and the Town have invested heavily in our water systems in recent years in order to maintain the high quality of our 
drinking water.  In the last few years, for example, we have cleaned and lined several thousand feet of water mains to eliminate rusty 
water problems in different neighborhoods.  We recently completed several streets in the South Norwood neighborhood.

This coming construction season we are also focusing on replacing aging water mains in two separate locations:

•  Approximately 400 feet of 16”water main on Route One, from Morse St. south. This main ruptured twice in a two-week time-span 
last fall, and although not particularly old by water industry standards (mid-sixties), we do not want to risk another failure.

•  Some 1900 feet of 8” water main on Walnut Ave., from Walpole St. all the way to Washington St. This cast-iron main is over 100 
years old and is corroding.  It suffered several breaks on different parts of the street in January and must also be replaced.

Water Quality Results

The MWRA water that is supplied to Norwood is some of the highest quality water in the country.  Both the MWRA and the Town 
constantly collect and analyze water samples in accordance with protocols set by state agencies and by the EPA to ensure its con-
tinued safety and potability.

The most frequently asked question that we receive about water quality concerns the potential presence of lead in tap water.  The 
answer is simple: the water we supply to your home does not contain any lead.   If any lead is present at the tap, it has been 

solder used in plumbing work.   Lead water services (the pipe running from the house foundation to the water main in the street) may 
also be a factor.  However, lead has not been used for water services or for household   plumbing since before World War II.  Although 
the majority of homes dating from this earlier era either never used lead or have since had their water services replaced, there are 
still a small number of lead services in use.  Over the last several years, the Public Works Department has located and replaced over 
120 such residential services, even though almost none of the homes involved exhibited elevated lead levels.

Lead solder, on the other hand, was not banned until 1986, so it is possible that some newer homes built before that date could have 

For more information about the potential presence of lead at the tap and steps that may be taken to reduce exposure, contact the 
-

tory to analyze tap water samples collected by the consumer (there is a $20 fee).  Please contact Director of Public Health Sigalle 
Reiss in the Health Dept. at 781-762-1240 x174 for more information.

-
ment of Public Works at 781-762-1413.
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